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From the Editors

Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation

Click anywhere on the above image to view Editor-in-Chief Scott Bogren and Editor Rich Sampson’s
welcome to this edition of DigitalCT magazine.
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New on the CTPodcast

Spring 2015

Every month, the CTPodcast is home to a collection of thought-provoking, insightful discussion on key community and public transportation topics To subscribe to the CTPodcast, go to
http://ctpodcast.blogspot.com/ or search “The CTPodcast” in iTunes. Click on the microphone
beside each entry to listen.
Rick Wood, President & CEO, CHK America

The C
the C
CTAA
com
Podc
news

CHK America’s President & CEO, Rick Wood, joins the CT Podcast to
discuss the vital, but often overlooked, practice of transit wayfinding.
Here, Wood covers the science of navigating through public spaces, the
psychology of wayfinding and the 8-second rule as well as CHK America’s
role in developing cohesive sets of transit wayfinding systems. Fears
about navigating a transit system safely and successfully, notes Wood, is
often the single-most significant barrier to ridership growth. Listeners will
learn that wayfinding is far more than just maps.
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Dave Marsh, General Manager, Capital Area Rural
Transportation System (CARTS)

Here

There is great value in the work that goes on across the country every
day to connect rural residents with jobs, health care, education, shopping and all the other destinations that improve their daily lives. Here,
CARTS’ GM Dave Marsh discusses the history of rural public transportation, including what has changed in the past 40 years — and what
has remained.
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Trillium’s Aaron Antrim, Talks Transit Technology
Trillium’s Principal, Aaron Antrim, joins the CT Podcast to discuss the
evolution of transit scheduling trip planning and mapping technologies. “We work with transit agencies on making their systems easier
to navigate,” says Antrim of Trillium’s goal. In this wide-ranging discussion, Antrim covers such vital topics as the power of multi-modalism,
the future of real-time scheduling, the significance of industry-standard
data formats and how Trillium’s work enables more responsive transit
networks.
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CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
1341 G Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
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• Flexible financing options
• Negotiable interest rates
• Key partnerships
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Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LENDER
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The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly ENewsletter, CT Fast Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit
policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the
country, research and analysis publications and information on
resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the
most direct location for the most relevant news and updates in
the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.
org and you’ll be connected with the next issue of CT Fast
Mail. In the meantime, view the latest edition at www.ctaa.org.
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The Commentary

Spring 2015

Re-Kindling the Original Spirit
and Values of Rural Transit
When speaking with those who were present at the beginning of the modern incarnation of rural public transportation, the first
thing many of them did was wistfully smile.
It was clear that each found great satisfaction
in their work, and they enjoyed reliving the
memories.
During the conversations, they used words
to describe that now 40-year old era like perseverance, persistence, commitment and dedication — all words one might have predicted
to be used. But they also, universally, used the
word “fun” — hence the smiles.
One of the goals of this edition of DigitalCT was to re-locate the spirit and the set
of values that guided the founding of rural
public transportation — and in many ways
the Community Transportation Association of
America. Along the four-decade ride from the
1970s to today, some of the values and this
spirit have, often through no fault of our own,
been lost — or at least mislaid.
This publication is our humble attempt to
corral those ideals as they once existed, remind you about them and (hopefully) provide
an appropriate emphasis under which we all
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recommit to them, because they remain as
true and essential today as they were then.
And though we use the onset of Section
147 and 1973 as benchmarks for the purposes of this edition, let’s be clear that rural
public transportation — and, for that matter,
community transportation — is not the result
of federal or state government programs. In
fact, the opposite it true: federal and state
programs responded to the innovative leaders
and programs who set out to serve unserved
communities. And some we interviewed for
this edition argued that it is this federal and
state response that has taken us far afield
from our roots.
Let’s face it, there’s nothing fun about the
increasing paper work, regulations, audits
and other processes (to name but a few) that
too often get in the way of providing essential transportation service. As the rural public transportation industry has evolved into
just that — a real and viable industry — these
types of issues have steadily crept into our
daily lives. And that’s not the only thing
that’s changed.
Without question, the communities that
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rural public transportation serves have dramatically changed in 40 years. Today’s rural
America bears little resemblance to the one
of 1973, to say nothing of the 1960s. But the
people — the passengers, are remarkably similar to those who initially benefitted from this
vital form of mobility. The major differences
are there’s more of them and they need to go
further and further.
The easiest way to rekindle the values and
spirit of the original rural public transportation systems and leadership is to remember
the passengers. Those successful trips and the
outcomes those trips create is the point of
rural public transportation. Let’s not forget
the dignity that comes with taking someone
to the hairdresser one day, and to dialysis the
next. Let’s keep squarely in our minds the
veterans who need access to vital health care
or the tribal members that get to work on the
bus. These trips and these neighbors have always been the higher purpose of rural public
transportation. Same as it ever was.
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The Dawn of Rural Transit

Spring 2015

Rural transportation pioneer and expert,
Jon Burkhardt, takes a look back at the true
beginnings of the industry
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There are many mileposts along the way to the beginnings of rural
public transportation. Individual trips by walking, and later, by horseback, eventually paved the way for wagon trains, stagecoaches, and
railroads as more public means of travel from one town to the next.
In the early to mid-20th Century, private entrepreneurs ran specialized transportation services like buses for mine workers; at that time,
mail coaches in England had been providing government-sponsored
rural public transportation for more than a century. But most rural
transportation services remained organized and provided privately.
A special example was the practice in southwestern Pennsylvania of
establishing vanpools for three-shift factories: these transportation
services made enough money for their operators that they could buy
new vehicles every three years.
The idea that government should be somehow involved in funding
public transportation services in rural areas, especially for persons
who had some difficulties in obtaining, accessing, or paying for their
own transportation, is more recent. It can likely be traced to the principles of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, which was designed
to attack the roots and consequences of poverty in the United States,
earning it the title of the war on Poverty, and the Urban Mass Transportation Act, also passed in 1964.
Another significant factor would be the McCone Commission report
in 1965, which highlighted the lack of transportation as a significant
factor contributing to the poverty of and subsequent riots in the community of Watts in not-so-rural Los Angeles. By 1967, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development was funding seven (eventually nearly two dozen) mass transportation demonstration projects in
low income urban areas to prove that additional mobility could significantly benefit poor persons.
The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) picked up on this theme,
funding research, demonstrations, and a transportation/poverty conference. In 1967, the Community Action Program in Raleigh County,
West Virginia requested an OEO grant to create a free bus transportation system in this rural county. The 19-month demonstration project
clearly identified significant benefits to offering transportation to the
residents of this extremely high-poverty, high-unemployment com-
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The Dawn of Rural Transit
munity. The extensive and substantial benefits
that could be documented totaled more than
double the cost of the demonstration. A 1972
study for OEO that looked at high-poverty
rural areas in Arizona, Minnesota, Missouri,
North Carolina and South Carolina found that,
“a very significant proportion of the rural
poor have a dire or strong need for transportation.” Tailored rural transportation solutions
were proposed for each of the five areas. The
Office of the Secretary of the US Department
of Transportation assigned staff to work rural
public transportation issues beginning in
1972, and the Appalachian Regional Commission and the US Department of Agriculture
were other agencies involved in early rural
public transportation efforts.
In 1973 and 1974, the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture spent nearly $294,000
on its Rural Transportation Demonstration
Project. This was the largest state level expenditure on rural public transportation at that
time. An evaluation of Pennsylvania’s program was published by the Governor’s Office
in 1974. By 1975, Pennsylvania had a new
Division of Rural and Intercity Public Transportation within its Bureau of Mass Transit
Systems and other states – including California, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, North Carolina,
Oregon, South Carolina, and West Virginia –
had established rural transportation or coordinated transportation programs.
The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973 established the Rural Highway Public Transportation Demonstration Program, known as the
Section 147 program. The first grants under
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Section 147 were announced in September
1975, but only one project had actually been
issued authority to spend its funds by December of that year. Eventually, 102 grants, at
least one to every state, were made under the
Section 147 program, resulting in 135 projects
(not all of which became operational). The
program was closed in September 1985 after
allocating nearly $25 million of its authorized
$75 million.
The National Mass Transportation Act of
1974 set aside $500 million for the 6-year
period ending in 1980 for planning, demonstrations, and capital assistance (but not
operating assistance) in non-urbanized areas
and other communities with populations less
than 50,000 persons. Rural grant applicants
were required to follow the same procedures
as urban applicants.

clear that other folks may have a different
outlook on key events and the persons who
contributed the most. It’s also clear that the
gains made in early years led to sometimes
even more substantial gains in later years,
and those later events and their contributors
are certainly worthy of a great deal of credit.
Let’s hope for a coming chance to revisit the
decades after the ‘70s to give credit to even
more of the worthy warriors and innovators
in our rural transportation community.
And please, let’s keep moving forward on
the task of creating more mobility in rural
America.

It Was Fun
Yes, it was; this assignment to look back on
the beginnings of rural transportation services
was quite enjoyable. It was great to revisit old
events, remember great times, and to think
again of old friends. We thought we could
move mountains and we weren’t going to take
no for an answer. Lots of progress was made,
much of which seemed more slowly implemented than we would have liked, but progress was steady and substantial, even when
that didn’t seem possible.
With the enjoyment of this assignment came
a real sense of responsibility. Have the right
events, the right people been identified? It’s
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The Dawn of Rural Transit

Jon Burkhardt’s
list of
key pioneers
and innovatorsAND INNOVATORS IN) RURAL
Founder’s
AwardTRANSPORTATION
Winners
EARLY
VOICES
OF (PIONEERS
PUBLIC
in the early years of rural public transportation – ed.
(1960s and 70s)
CTAA created the Founder’s Award to recognize key rural public transportation leaders
who both helped create the industry as well as take it to new levels of productivity.
Person

Organization

Bert Arriliaga, Jim
Bautz, Lynn Sahaj
William G. Bell
Robert Bruton
Jon Burkhardt

Office of Service Methods
Demonstrations, UMTA
Florida State University
Office of Rural Policy, US DOT
RMC Research Corporation and
Ecosometrics, Incorporated
Stanford Research Institute and
Crain & Associates
Office of Economic Opportunity
Chief, PA Senior Citizen Transit
Program
Director, Green Eagle Rural
Community Transportation Co‐op
Office of the Secretary, US DOT

John Crain
Ira Kaye
William W. Millar
Brian Noble
Norman G.
Paulhus, Jr.
Ervin Poka
Joseph S. Revis
Peter Schauer
Milton Shapp

www.ctaa.org

Federal Highway Administration,
US DOT
Institute of Public Administration
Older Adults Transportation
Services, Missouri
Governor of Pennsylvania

CONTENTS

Notes
1999 – Randy Isaacs, Dallas, Texas
2000 –Larry Harman, Boston, Mass.
Key staff in UMTA office that funded many local innovative transportation services
2001 –Barbara Rasin Price, Annapolis, Md.
2002 – Peter Schauer, Boonville, Mo.
Organized a series of national conferences on transportation for the elderly
2003 – Jon Burhardt, Rockville, Md.
Produced initial US DOT reports on rural transportation
2004 – Barbara Singleton, CTAA
Conducted earliest studies of rural transportation, designed and evaluated transportation
2005 –Dave Cyra, Mukwonago, Wisc.
services for many years, helped found TRB’s rural transportation committee
2006 –Betsy Kachmar, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Early analysis of HUD’s “reverse commute” demonstrations and substantial later research
2007 – Ream Lazaro and Mike Noel
2008 – Vaughn Whisker
Leader of OEO’s rural transportation interests and demonstrations
2009 –Van Chesnut, Advance Transit, Wilder, Vt.
Early advocate for rural and senior transportation; later head of the Port Authority in
2010 –Linda Deavens, Paratransit, Inc., Sacramento, Calif.
Pittsburg and then head of the American Public Transportation Association
2011 –Roland Mross
Director of one of the earliest and most innovative rural transportation services in an area of
2012 – Ray Evans, Southeast Tennessee Human Resource Agency
significant rural poverty in northwestern North Carolina
2013 – Patricia Weaver, University of Kansas Transportation Research Institute
Supervised production and distribution of US DOT technical reports on rural and specialized
transportation
Directed FHWA’s efforts on the S. 147 Rural Public Highway Transportation Demonstration
Program
Early research on transportation programs for the elderly and coordination of transportation
servicesRay Evans of the Southeast
Transportation
and General Manager of OATS, statewide transportation services for
TennesseeDirector
Human Resource
Agency
receives
CTAA’s
seniors, later consultant to many rural transportation operations
Founders Awards at EXPO
Initiated2012
transportation
programs for seniors and rural areas, partly funded by the PA lottery;
in Baltimore, Md.
helped stimulate federal efforts
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation

The rural public transportation network
we see today — approximately 1,800 providers serving 2,400 rural counties and providing nearly 160 million annual trips — was
launched by a generation of leaders nearly a
half century ago who somehow looked beyond the obvious challenges and issues involved in serving rural America and instead
focused most simply on getting things done.
They cobbled together budgets — no two
were ever alike; raised funds in innumerable
imaginative ways; served communities often
thought impossible to serve; and, in so many
ways, imbued community and public transportation with a sturdy set of unwavering
values. These leaders were — and are — rural
public transportation’s greatest generation.
“We were really inventing things,” recalls
CTAA’s Associate Director Charles Dickson,
who in the late 1970s found himself heading up a fledgling rural public transportation
operation in the five southernmost counties
in Illinois. “We knew that these transit operations were breaking new ground, but we were
really focused on our clients.”
Jon Burkhardt – who’s article describes rural
transportation’s evolution prior to the 1970s
– worked alongside these newly formed rural
public transportation operations, providing
research and guidance. More than anything
else, he fondly recalls a spirit that permeated
the rural transit industry then: “We just didn’t
take no for an answer — we knew we’d find
a way to make things work,” he says. “There
was a lot of asking for forgiveness rather than
permission.”
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation
Rural public transportation’s greatest generation didn’t arrive with planning degrees in
tow, or even much of an understanding about
the challenge they were about to tackle. Some
had been bus drivers, while others emerged
out of a community action or senior services
background. They were men and women,
people of color and even people of faith. Before there was an ADA, rural public transportation’s greatest generation knew how transformative mobility could be for people with
disabilities. They didn’t need talk of a silver
tsunami to know that older adults who could
not — or should not — drive needed a lift to
remain independent and in their homes.
“We brought freedom and access to our passengers,” says CTAA Executive Director Dale
J. Marsico, CCTM, who was then directing the
Brazos Valley Community Action Agency in
Bryan, Texas. “We had a higher purpose, it
was kind of like a religious thing.”
And the systems they launched in the early
1970s grew roots, won ridership, and soon
found a home and an initial DOT funding
source in, of all places, the Federal Highway
Administration’s Section 147 program. Back
then, today’s Federal Transit Administration
was known as the Urban Mass Transit Administration or UMTA, which hardly seemed suitable for rural public transportation. In fact,
rural public transportation didn’t find it’s way
into the federal transit program until 1978.
But let’s be clear, it was never a federal nor
a state program that launched rural public
transportation. Rather, it was a series of committed individuals and agencies dedicated to
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the communities they served.
“There were changes occurring along a
number of fronts at that time (the late 1960s
and early 1970s),” says Burkhardt. “All played
a role in rural public transportation’s inception.”
The rolls of the original Section 147 grantees in 1973 reveal a great deal about rural
public transportation’s early years. First off,
one notices a number of agencies still operating today — like JAUNT, OATS, CARTS and
the Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority, to name a few. Tribal transit’s roots, too,
become clearly evident in the original list.
Originally authorized at $25 million (a figure
raised to $75 million a couple years later),
Section 147 initiated projects in all 50 states
– a wide variety of operators with a single
mission.
“More than anything else,” recalls Kansas
University’s Pat Weaver when asked about the
outset of rural public transportation, “there
was the refusal to say, ‘no.’”
In the Beginning
In many ways, the core factors necessitating
the need for improved mobility in rural America — as well as the initial service methodologies and strategies — remain true today.
In September 1975, U.S. Secretary of Transportation William Coleman, Jr., noted: “Rural
transportation programs substantially encourage rural development and growth, help meet
the problems of rural poverty by facilitating
access to employment, education and better
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medical services, and insure accessible interstate transportation for our citizens. A rural
transportation policy should be coordinated
with other federal efforts in rural development
as part of a broader national policy on rural
and urban growth.”
In October 1976, the US Department of
Transportation analyzed what it deemed 75
representative rural public transportation
projects. Here’s what that study found:
• Two thirds of the operators studied were
housed in either Community Action Agencies
or Area Agencies on Aging. In fact, only one
in 10 identified themselves as a transportation
agency.
• Trip purposes in the 1976 study group
were led by medical services, followed closely
by shopping and social services. Both Head
Start and nutrition program trip purposes,
at that time, eclipsed work, job training and
education services.
continued on page 18
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation

See Jon Burkhardt’s The Dawn of Rural Transit article
here, which highlights rural public transportation’s
emergence between 1960 and 1973 – ed
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation

Continued from page 16.

• Service modes of the study group were
almost evenly split between demand-response
and fixed-route/fixed schedule.
• In measuring target groups served by the
1976 study group, the vast majority listed
older adults as their prime audience, followed
by low-income individuals and Head Start clients. Interestingly, both general public riders
and people with disabilities were less target
populations in the early days.
• The two prime sources of financial support for the 1976 study group were the Office
of Economic Opportunity (OEO) and funds
directed for seniors through the Agency on
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Aging (AoA) and the Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) agency, interestingly, not the
DOT.
Randy Isaacs, a rural transportation pioneer
who, today, is the principal with Isaacs and
Associates, notes that one striking difference
between today’s rural public transportation
and the Section 147 program was that intercity bus was not a factor in the early days.
“What began in the 1970s was really something new,” says Isaacs. “But it wasn’t until
1991 that intercity bus service (through the
Section 18(i) set-aside) became part of the
rural public transportation equation. This is
noteworthy because regional connectivity in
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many rural communities had long been the
purpose of transportation with such iconic
services as the interurbans of the 1930s.”
Today, as many of these original operators
celebrate 40th anniversaries (see our profiles of
JAUNT, Inc., and Grays Harbor Transit – ed),
rural and small-urban transit has decidedly
evolved into professional public transportation systems operating out of modern facilities, deploying cutting edge technology while
still making a real difference in the lives of
their passengers and in the communities they

17
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation
serve.
Transporting the Original Spirit to Today
The Capital Area Rural Transit System
(CARTS) in Austin, Texas was one of the
original Section 147 grantees. Dave Marsh,
CARTS’s long-time general manager and
a member of the CTAA Board of Directors,
began working there in April, 1979. “Back
then we enjoyed the daily reward of getting
things done and getting people places,” says
Marsh in this edition of the CT Podcast. “I like
to think that we maintain that spirit here at
CARTS because we still value those concepts.”
And it is those very concepts — first in-
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stilled and identified in the 1970s — that will
no doubt prove essential as today’s growing collection of rural public transportation
providers seek to respond to the rapid changes
underway in rural America. As we noted last
year in this publication, today’s rural America
is dramatically different than the one the
greatest generation set out to serve 40 years
ago.
For a number of years, the percentage of the
American population living in rural communities (population less than 50,000) has been
decreasing. In 2012, census data indicated
that for the first time, rural counties across
the U.S., had actually lost population. In fact,
the only parts of the rural population that are
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seeing population growth right now are those
rural areas directly adjacent to urban areas.
Rural populations in the U.S., also tend to be
older, in poorer health and more low-income
than the total population.
Another major change in the way rural
Americans travel is the increasing need for
more regional transportation. Where each
rural town tended to be more self-sufficient in
the 1970s (each with its own hospital, educational opportunities, retail, etc.), the past 40
years have seen regionalism take root, increasing the importance of mobility for rural
residents.
“The most striking difference between then
and now,” says Isaacs, “is the regional focus
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Rural Transit’s Greatest Generation
today and the very basic concept of connecting the dots in rural and small urban America.”
This regionalization has taken place at
a time when intercity rural transportation
services are on the wane. In 2010, the U.S.
Bureau of Transportation Statistics estimated
that in the previous half decade more than 3
million residents had lost access to scheduled
intercity rural transportation services.
A hallmark of rural public transportation
service then — and now — has always been
dialysis trips. Ironically, in CARTS’s service
area Marsh has seen the opposite of regionalization as the increasing number of dialysis
patients has brought dialysis clinics that were
once centralized in metropolitan areas into
rural communities. This shift, according to
Marsh, has negatively impacted rural public
transportation as the ability to load multiple
clients to a single site has been replaced with
more a far more dispersed travel pattern.
“It was easier in the beginning because everyone was going to one place,” says Marsh.
“Now we find ourselves providing more trips
to more places.”
The one thing that hasn’t changed is that
rural public transportation has always been
about moving people. And that ideal is really
the key to it’s future. The greatest generation
sees that clearly.
“I learned early on that there are no fixed
positions when it comes to providing this type
of rural transportation,” says CTAA’s Marsico.
“The only constant — and a constant key to
success — is following the marketplace. If
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today’s rural transportation leaders follow
anything from those of us who started these
operations, it is to serve the people who need
help, to find those marketplaces.”
“Change is what you want,” agrees Weaver.
“The skills that were so important in the beginning — perseverance and persistence — are
just as valuable today as the best rural and
small urban transit leaders continue to look
for new opportunities.”
Indeed, the values established by rural
transit’s greatest generation have endured
— through the hard and diligent work of so
many leaders, visionaries and advocates, far
too many to mention. The legacy of these
talented men and women is embodied in
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every trip that’s completed, every new service
that’s launched and every successful outcome
— from health and education to employment
and social — that rural public transportation
engenders.
Dale Marsico recently spoke at a 40th anniversary of the system he helped launch in the
1970s, Brazos Community Action and the Brazos Transit District in Bryan/College Station,
Texas. During his remarks, he reminded all
in attendance of how the greatest generation
initiated community transportation: “In the
true spirit of this organization, I remind you
of our unofficial motto: If at first you don’t
succeed… just keep on trying ‘till you do.”
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Section 147 Grantees

Spring 2015

Idaho
Southeast Idaho Council of Governments – Pocatello
Illinois
Golden Circle Senior Citizens Council
Elizabethtown
Indiana
City of Mt. Vernon – Mt. Vernon
Iowa
Woodbury County Community Action
Agency – Sioux City
MATURA Action Corporation – Creston
Area XV Regional Planning Commission – Ottumwa

This list of the original 1973 Section
147 grantees does not include a great
many original rural transportation
systems that launched prior to this
program – ed.
Alabama
Macon County Community Action
Committee –Tuskegee
Alaska
North Slope Borouch –Barrow
Arizona
Salt River Pima-Maricopa/Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Project –
Scottsdale
Arkansas
Economic Opportunity Agency of
Washington County, Inc.
Fayetteville
South Central Arkansas (SCAT) –Benton

www.ctaa.org

California
Council of Fresno County Governments –Fresno, California
Campesinos Unidos, Inc. – Brawley
City of Escalon – Escalon, California
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors –Eureka
Tule River Tribal Council –Porterville
City of Rio Vista – Rio Vista
The Mendocino County Transportation Planning Agency –Ukiah
County of Tuolumne –Sonora,
Riverside Transit Agency –Riverside,
Colorado
Board of County Commissioners –
Georgetown
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Eastern Eagle County Transportation
Group – Vail
Connecticut
Northeastern Connecticut Regional
Planning Authority –Brooklyn
Florida
Suwanee Valley Transit System – Live
Oak
Georgia
Georgia Department of Human Resources – Atlanta
Hawaii
Coordinated Transportation System of
Kauai County – Lihue
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Kansas
Northeast Kansas Community Action
Agency – Horton
State Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services – Topeka
Kentucky
Cumberland Area Transit System –
Somerset
Northeast Kentucky Area Development Council, Inc. –Catlettsburg
Green River Area Development District
– Owensboro
Louisiana
Jefferson Davis Community Action Association – Jennings
St. James Community Action Program
– Convent
Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana – Elton
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Section 147 Grantees
Maine
Tribal Governors, Inc. – Calais
Kennebec Valley Community Action
Council – Waterville
Maryland
Anne Arundel County Economic
Opportunity Committee, Inc. – Annapolis
Massachusetts
Franklin County Planning Department – Greenfield
County of Barnstable – Barnstable,
Michigan
City of Big Rapids – Big Rapids
Eastern Upper Peninsula/Tri-County
Rural Transportation System Authority – Sault Ste. Marie
Keweenaw Bay Indian Community
and the County of Baraga – L’Anse
Minnesota
Montevideo Transportation Committee – Montevideo
Southwest Regional Development
Commission – Slayton
Mississippi
Prairie Opportunity, Inc. (CAA) –
Starkville
Missouri
Mid-Missouri Council of Governments – Jefferson City
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Montana
Fort Peck Indian Reservation – Poplar
Nebraska
City of Neligh – Neligh
Central Nebraska Community Action
Program – Loup City
Nevada
Lincoln County Court – Pioche
Nevada-Shoshone-Paiute – Owyhee
Duckwater Shoshone Tribe – Duckwater,
New Hampshire
Transportation Committee – Newport
North Country Council – Franconia
New Jersey
Sussex County Board of Chosen
Freeholders – Newton
New Mexico
McKinley Area Transportation System –Gallup
Taos-Rio Arriba Community Action
Agency – Taos
Torrance County Transportation –
Estancia
New York
Chautauqua County Legislature –
Mayville
Opportunities for Chenango, Inc. –
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Norwick
Central New York Regional Transportation Authority – Syracuse
Dutchess County Committee for Economic Opportunities, Inc. – Poughkeepsie,
St. Lawrence County Human Resources Commission – Canton
Ulster County Intergovernmental
Coordination Office – Kingston, New
York
North Carolina
Qualla Transportation System –
Cherokee
Choanoke Area Development Association – Murfreesboro,
North Dakota
North Dakota State Highway Department – Bismarck
Devil’s Lake Sioux Tribe – Fort Totten

Oregon
County of Clackamas – Oregon City
Forest Grove Senior Center – Forest
Grove
Metro Mobility – Portland
City of Reedsport – Reedsport
City of Florence – Florence
East Central Oregon Association of
Counties – Pendleton
Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture/Department of Transportation– Harrisburg
Chester County Rural Transportation
Consortium – West Chester
North Central Pennsylvania Regional
Planning and Development Commission – Ridgway
Crawford County Community Action
Association – Meadville
Rural Transportation Alliance – Indiana, Pa.

Ohio
Clermont County Board of Commissioners – Batavia
Appalachian Ohio Regional Transportation Association – Athens
Geauga Board of Commissioners –
Charden
Oklahoma
Inter-Tribal Council –Miami, Oklahoma
Board of Carter County Commissioners – Ardmore
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Section 147 Grantees
South Carolina
Pee Dee Regional Transportation
Authority – Florence
Beaufort-Jasper Regional Transportation Authority – Beaufort
Wateree Community Action, Inc. –
Sumter
South Dakota
Oglala Sioux Indian Tribe – Pine
Ridge
Tennessee
Upper East Tennessee Human Development Agency – Kingsport
East Tennessee Human Resource
Agency – Knoxville
Progress for People Human Resource
Agency – Decatur
Texas
Capital Area Rural Transportation
System (CARTS) – Austin
Alamo Area Council of Governments
–San Antonio
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council – McAllen

Authority – Burlington, Vermont
Virginia
JAUNT, Inc. – Charlottesville, Virginia
James City County – Williamsburg
Washington
City of Prosser – Prosser
Grays Harbor Transportation Authority – Aberdeen
West Virginia
TRIP – Charleston
Wisconsin
Indianhead Community Action
Agency – Ladysmith
Wyoming
Riverton Senior Citizens Center, Inc.–
Riverton

Utah
Uintah and Ouray Tribal Business
Committee – Fort Duchesne
Vermont
Vermont Department of Highways –
Montpelier
Chittenden County Transportation
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A Look Back

A Look Back: Past Coverage of Trendsetting
Rural Transit Providers
The pages of DigitalCT have been a wealth of profiles of community and public transportation providers in rural America. Click on the respective cover to view some of our recent articles and click here to view our full coverage in DigitalCT and Community Transportations magazines.
The Rural Transit Reality
(Winter-Spring 2014

DIGITAL------------------

The Minnesota
Transit Tour

Isabella County Transportation
Commission
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The Georgia Transit Tour
(Summer 2014)
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Illuminating New Solutions
(Fall 2012)
Lake Erie Transit
Polk Transit
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The New Mexico Transit Tour
(Summer 2012)

Small Urban Transit
(Fall 2014)

Clovis Area Transit System
Lincoln County Transit
Taos Chili Line

Cape May Fare Free Transportation

Proven success. Moving forward.
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Innovation in Coordination
(Spring-Summer 2012)
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Profiles

Addison County Transit Resources
Brookings Area Transit Authority
Hockling-Athens-Perry Community
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Arrowhead Transit
Paul Bunyan Transit
FAR North Transit
St. Peter Transit
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Three Rivers Regional Commission
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The Minnesota Transit Tour
(Summer 2013)
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Central Virginia’s JAUNT:
“The Mind of a Business, The Soul of a Social Worker”
By Rich Sampson
The April 1992 edition of the preceding version of this publication – then called Community Transportation Reporter – relayed the
story of JAUNT, Inc.’s efforts to build a new
facility. At that point the system – a regional
transportation provider serving the area in
and around Charlottesville, Va. – had already
been existence for 15 years but was still operating out of a two-story, residential house.
Twenty-three years later, JAUNT is preparing
to celebrate its 40th anniversary this September.
Today, Jefferson Area United Transportation (JAUNT) continues to base its operations
out of the facility at 104 Keystone Place in
Charlottesville that we covered back in 1992.
In the nearly four decades of service since its
1975 inception, it has carried more than six
million passengers through Virginia’s breathtaking Shenandoah Valley all the while honing its customer-focused, innovative approach
to mobility.
A Trendsetter from the Outset
JAUNT’s formative days strike a chord that
resonates with the experiences of some of the
nation’s earliest rural public transportation
networks. In the early-to-mid 1970s, a hodge-
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podge of agencies and programs in central
Virginia were responsible for connecting
rural residents who couldn’t rely on private
vehicles with employment opportunities,
medical care, community services and other
destinations across wide distances. Instead of
getting by through makeshift arrangements
with family or friends, these programs sought
to group trips together on a single vehicle. In
1975, JAUNT was created to unify these disparate programs into a cohesive system and
coordinate rural mobility in the Charlottesville region, long before coordination became
a buzzword among transit consultants and
bureaucrats.
Only a year after its creation, JAUNT was
selected to be part of a series of demonstrating programs through a federal agency then
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known as the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) modeling how community transportation could be implemented in
rural America. This federal investment came
in the form of grants through the Section 147
program and allowed JAUNT – and other programs like it – the resources to expand operations to serve rural regions more reliably and
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effectively leverage investment from other
human service transportation sources to make
funding go further.
“Section 147 totally opened the door for
transportation in rural areas,” JAUNT’s thenExecutive Director Linda Wilson told Community Transportation for a 1998 update on
federal investment in rural transportation.
In addition to her work in founding JAUNT,
Wilson – who retired from the agency in 1997
– also was a founding member of the Community Transportation Association’s Board of
Directors and served as its inaugural President.
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JAUNT Transit Development Plan

F Y 2 0 1pos2 - 2017
The comingling of resources made
sible through the Section 147 program helped
JAUNT to purchase new vehicles – operating
a fleet of six vans by 1977 and among the
first to deploy a lift-equipped vehicle in 1979.
In those days, JAUNT was administered from
a church basement, with drivers resting on the
pews between trips, all the while investigating
new ways of providing service. One such early
innovation was the RIDESHARE program,
which began in 1980. The agency utilized a
computerized system to match riders with
people heading in the same direction in their
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own, private vehicles – no small achievement
in the pre-internet era. For the organization,
the outcome of the trip – getting to destinations like employment and health care – was
far more important than how it was achieved.
“We were most interested in making these
connections happen, not so much how we
went about it,” said longtime JAUNT employee Donna Shaughnessy, who started with
the agency in 1982 and ultimately succeeded
Wilson as Executive Director in 1997 until her
retirement earlier this year. “It was a real laidback organization, very folksy, which allowed
us to do things however we wanted.”
One of the region’s most aggressive moves
in supporting the fledging system was stipulations passed by the counties it served that
unless another agency had a compelling
reason why JAUNT could not provide service,
they were required to contract with the organization as their mobility provider. When
Shaunesey came onboard in 1982, JAUNT had
agreements with 50 different local agencies to
provide service, ranging from aging and rehabilitation agencies to employment programs,
community college shuttles and trips for
workers at an area ski resort. To put it simply,
if there was a need to get someone somewhere
outside of the city of Charlottesville itself –
which operated its own local fixed-route bus
system – JAUNT was doing the work.
By 1986, the proliferation of agreements
was getting unwieldly, which caused the
organization to divest some of the services
back to individual agencies, freeing up more
JAUNT options to the general public. And
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JAUNT

JAUNT Assistant Executive Director Karen Davis (left) and
current Executive Director Brad Sheffield (right) with Donna
Shaughnessey at her retirement festivities in March 2015.

The signpost outside JAUNT’s original Charlottesville
headquarters in the late 1970s.

while demand for service continued to grow,
its administrative and maintenance facilities
didn’t keep pace with the system’s scope until
the new facility was constructed in 1992. Before then, Shaunesey notes, mechanics often
conducted repairs with a 220-volt outlet tied
around a tree in the back yard. Nonetheless,
the system continued its unwavering orchestration of investment and collaboration with
the counties overseeing the operation, agencies contracting for service and the changing
needs of the people they were charged with
helping.
“We’ve always been confronted with the
growing urban area of Charlottesville at the
same time as growing demand for service
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in the rural areas that surround it,” says
Shaunesey, who was originally hired from
the area’s Metropolitan Planning Organization and had a leg up on another candidate
because she had a mechanic certificate. “But
we’ve always bent over backwards for the
needs of our customers, whether those were
the counties, the agencies or the riders themselves.”
An Elaborate Dance…Continues
Administered as a public corporation since
1983 – with the participating counties holding the shares in the company – JAUNT, Inc.,
has had to be engaged in an ongoing effort
to incorporate the needs and priorities of the
jurisdictions it serves while also ensuring its
operations are responsive to the demands
of its on-board riders. That means frequent
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outreach to elected officials to gauge their
goals and concerns – especially when new
leaders are elected – while conducting regular
survey work with customers themselves. According to both Shaunesey and her successor,
Brad Sheffield, those intertwining efforts are
a well-choreographed ballet of interpersonal
engagement and strategic thinking.
“JAUNT does well in getting buy-in with
both the leaders we’re accountable to as well
as the people that use our services,” says
Sheffield, who took over JAUNT’s reins from
Shaunesey earlier this year, having joined
the agency in 2001. “Of course, it’s chickenand-egg: keeping our customers happy means
there’s more political support and political
support ensures we can keep serving customers. It’s a process that never ends.”
“It’s an organization that’s always been
proactive on future needs,” agrees Shaunesey.
“How we can serve people better never has a
single answer, but that doesn’t mean we don’t
need to ask anyways.”
Sheffield’s perspective is a valuable one, as
he is also an elected member of the Albermarle County Board of Supervisors. While he
recuses himself on matters directly related to
JAUNT’s business with the county, the post
allows him insight into not only other needs
and priorities across the county, but also the
vantage point of his counterparts in other
counties.
“Wearing both hats lets me see both sides
of the equation and has led me to appreciate
how many challenging issues elected officials
deal with every day,” says Sheffield. “That
means whenever we’re reaching out to all the
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county boards we interact with, we can explain how JAUNT fits into what they want to
do going forward. It’s their service, after all,
and we need to be cognizant of their expectations.”
That awareness is informed by a fuller,
organization-wide awareness of what JAUNT
does well and how resources are used most
effectively. As a regional mobility provider
operating in both urban and rural areas, Sheffield stresses the agency’s ability to coordinate
its trips effectively, a legacy built on its first
services in 1975 and innovative programs
like RIDEHSARE. That level of coordination
is built on a group of employees with experience and dedication who are able to translate
the results of the company’s regular surveying into a plan to respond to riders’ changing
needs.
“It’s a family-oriented atmosphere here,
where we have dedicated professionals but
also people invested in the impacts of what
we do for each individual,” says Sheffield,
who is leading the agency and its Board of
Directors to consider the creation of a regional transportation authority to help ensure
sustainable funding in the future. “We are
always asking ourselves, ‘how can we make it
easier to use our system?’”
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Building Relationships & Perspective
Over its four decades of service in central
Virginia, those associated with JAUNT, Inc.,
have come to appreciate that their duty as a
publically-owned corporation is not simply to
provide rides and move people. Rather, it’s a
broader, unending mission to build and sustain relationships – with customers, with local
leaders and partnering organizations. To meet

that end, the agency grounds itself in a simple
credo.
“JAUNT acts with the mind of a business
but the soul of a social worker,” says Shaunesey. “That’s how you produce value in relationships.”

JAUNT’s current facilities in Charlottesville supports the system’s operations across five counties and the city of Charlottesville.
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A Sure Harbor: Four Decades of Innovation for
Washington’s Grays Harbor Transit
By Rich Sampson
Along the rocky shores of the Pacific Ocean
in Washington State, a large, arrow-shaped
bay cuts eastwards towards the Olympic
Range mountains. This is Grays Harbor,
where water-based trade on the 17-mile long
bay has lured activity for hundreds of years.
For a lesser – but just as important – amount
of time, Grays Harbor County has benefited
from another kind of activity – countywide
public transportation service – the first of its
kind in the state and among the trailblazers
of rural public transportation since it’s establishment on June 16th, 1975.
On the dawn of its 40th anniversary, the
Grays Harbor Transit Authority (GHTA) finds
many common elements with the pioneering
days of its inception while also incorporating
a variety of options to meet shifting demands
across the 2,224-square mile county. From
fixed-route service in the county’s largest city
– Aberdeen – to a vanpool program extending beyond the county limits, the system
continues to build on its legacy as a pioneer
of mobility options in the Pacific Northwest.

Much like it was in 1983 (above), Grays Harbor Transit serves Aberdeen and Grays Harbor County today (below) with reliable service.

An Early Adopter
In the mid-1970s, Grays Harbor County
shared a common set of needs with many
similar places across the county: privately-
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Grays Harbor Transit
Harbor’s tri-cities region with frequent service throughout the rest of the county. An
early GHTA report on the system in 1980 described the county-wide nature of the operation thusly: “the object in providing this level
of service was to provide at least a minimal
level of service to all county residents.”
Early GHTA leaders like Dave Ross and
Gary Grant helped to transition the agency
from a contract manager to direct operation
of the system in 1979 and expand both coverage area as well as frequency of service. By
1980, the system had deployed vehicles with
wheelchair lifts and had transitioned much
of the rural operation to demand-response
service.
Growing from a Solid Base
and between those population centers, but a
way to provide access for the entire county.
Taking advantage of state legislation passed
in 1973, Grays Harbor became the first
county in Washington to form its own transit authority. GHTA not only was the first to
be created by statute, it was the first where
voters approved a direct sales tax allocaowned bus transit service had vanished in the tion, which went into effect in January 1975.
mid-to-late 1960s, but residents still needed a The local funds were valuable in matching a
way to get around. As its name would imply, brand new stream of investment through the
the Tri-City Transit Company operated service federal government to support new transit
programs in rural areas under the Section 147
between the county’s three largest cities –
category (for more information on the origins
Aberdeen, Hoquiam and McCleary – but disof the Section 147 program, click here – ed).
continued those operations in 1968. County
The twin sources of investment allowed
leaders – along with those in cities previously
GHTA
to contract with Washington Coast
served by Tri-City Transit – sought a means
Lines to provide fixed-route service in Grays
to connect not only those travelling within
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Today, Grays Harbor County residents still
benefit from outstanding levels of service
across the county, while specific programs offered by GHTA are tailored to match shifting
needs. The system’s 13 fixed routes stretch
from Taholah and North Shore in the north,
east to Olympia and south to Grayland. In
Olympia – the state capitol – GHTA connects
with six additional countywide systems, extending the network’s reach. Dedicated parkand-ride facilities are located in Aberdeen,
Hoquiam, McCleary, Elma, Ocean Shores and
Westport, with the first two stations offering passenger amenities like bike storage and
restrooms.
Evolving since it was established as one of
Washington’s first demand-response systems,
GHTA has broadened the program’s scope to
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GHTA launched its vanpool program in 2006. It now carries more
than 100,000 commuters a year.

both its general public Dial-A-Ride operation
– which operates as a local shuttle service
within designated communities in the county,
and then connects riders to fixed-route options – and the Specialized Van Service tailored to meet the needs of seniors and people
with disabilities. Both operations utilize
smaller vehicles to maximize operational efficiency and scale appropriately to the neighborhoods and housing locations they serve.
Vanpooling was initiated by GHTA in 2006
and today the system owns and maintains the
fleet of vehicles, offering routes to workers
who live at least 10 miles from their work-
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place and can arrange a group of at least
four additional riders. The system offers both
seven-passenger minivans and 15-passenger
vans to provide additional flexibility. The
vanpool program has become GHTA’s fastestgrowing source of activity, producing more
than 100,000 trips each year on 18 routes.
“Our vanpool program really makes a difference in commuting options,” says Ken
Mehin, GHTA General Manager. “We’re laden
with bad traffic on I-5 and have great challenges with geography around here, which
only adds to the congestion.”
All told, the system moves more than one
million people annually on a total of 13
fixed-route buses, a dozen demand-response
vehicles and 18 vanpools routes. GHTA’s
dedicated employees help ensure the system
functions smoothly.
“We take pride in our efficiency but that
only helps our riders if we’re reliable and
affordable,” stresses Mehin. “Our focus is
customer service. Running vehicles is only a
means to that end.”
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Still Innovating
Since its inception, local funding has been
the anchor to which Grays Harbor Transit has
maintained its existing operations and explored new ones. Over the years, the system’s
sales tax allocation has increased from .3 of
one cent to .7, allowing for the restoration of
Saturday service earlier this year, which had
been eliminated during the 2008 economic
downturn. The system is now in the process
of converting all its fixed-route buses to lowfloor vehicles to allow for easier access for
all passengers. It’s likewise instituting GPS
tracking on all vehicles, as well as advancing
plans for WiFi service on the fixed routes.
Like many mobility providers of its size,
GHTA is exploring new ways to connect its
riders with employment locations and healthcare services. The system coordinates with
local healthcare providers – especially the
dialysis clinic in Aberdeen, to which Grays
Harbor Transit delivers 35 regular clients – to
schedule appointments and coordinate dis-
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Ken Mehin

charges. The system regularly receives accolades by health care facilities for the reliability, attentiveness and training of its drivers.
“We have real good coordination with area
health care locations,” says Patti Carlin, GHTA’s Operations Manager. “It’s a fundamental
part of our Specialized Van Service and we
place a priority on doing it right.”
Meanwhile, the agency is working to focus
its efforts on continuing to provide improved service to the area’s sizable veteran
and active-duty military community. Due to
the proximity of Joint Base Lewis-McChord
near Tacoma and Naval Base Kitsap along
the Puget Sound, the Olympic Peninsula is
a crossroads region for recently-discharged
veterans as well as active-duty personnel,
civilian employees and contractors. These
cohorts have needs for access to both health
care and employment opportunities. GHTA’s

connectivity with its neighboring transit
systems in Olympia is a prime avenue to offer
these linkages.
Not only are employment needs particularly
acute for veterans and those related to military operations, so too are those for the busy
long-haul trucking and logging companies
located in Grays Harbor County and nearby.
As many drivers do not own their own equipment, they are in need of local mobility
when they’re back in town between assignments. Others find their trucks too unwieldly
for day-to-day errands. These are occasions
where GHTA offers essential alternatives.
“We have a range of different needs, destinations and times of service for these important sectors of our economy,” says Mehin,
who previously headed Yakima Transit for 12
years. “We’re always looking for new ways to
do what we do better.”
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State Funding Snapshot
This August will bring a depressing anniversary for the nation’s surface transportation
system: a full decade will have passed since
then-President George W. Bush signed into
law the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act-A Legacy for Users
Act (SAFETEA-LU). Since August 10, 2005,
funding and policy governing the nation’s
community and public transportation systems, to say nothing of highways, roads and
bridges, have been largely stagnant. We’ve
endured more than 20 surface transportation
law extensions, the two-year Moving Ahead
for Progress in the 21st Century Act’s (MAP21) passage in July 2012, an ever-dwindling
Highway Trust Fund and (not coincidentally)
the end of federal earmarks. It’s not been a
good decade for surface transportation on the
federal front.
States have picked up on this. Between 2012
and 2014, no fewer than 12 states — either
through voter or legislative action — decided
to increase surface transportation investment.
Three additional states have already passed
similar measures in 2015 with many others
(nearly 20) seeking to follow suit.
This does not imply a wholesale shift in
focus of the provenance of surface transportation investment. Though generally, state
finances have improved since the recession of
the late 2000s — few states are in position to
take over surface transportation infrastructure
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By Scott Bogren

investment from the Federal Government.
Seventeen states reported diminished 2014
tax collections last month when compared
to 2013. Illinois, for example, is confronting
a $6 billion deficit while Alabama recently
reported a $290 million shortfall. Even states
that have seen real economic recovery since
the recession are struggling. California recently estimated it faces a more than $5 bil-
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lion annual shortfall to simply maintain its
transportation infrastructure.
By-and-large — and for obvious reasons
— states want to continue the federal-state
partnership. Testimony in the first few surface
transportation hearings in the both the House
and Senate offers ample proof.
From the Governors of Alabama and Connecticut to the Mayors of Charlotte (N.C.) and
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Salt Lake City to the head of the Wyoming
Department of Transportation, numerous Congressional questions and the majority of the
hearings have revolved around the future of
the federal-state partnership that has successfully underpinned the nation’s surface transportation system.
In mid-March, after having taken the testimony of Charlotte Mayor Patrick McCrory,
Salt Lake City Mayor Ralph Becker and Wyoming DOT Director John Cox, House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chair
Bill Shuster (R-Pa.) summarized: “The witnesses have made it clear that eliminating the
federal role in surface transportation is a bad
idea.”
In the Senate in late January, Alabama Governor Robert Bentley noted that the certainty
of federal surface transportation investment
was critical to the state’s infrastructure investment strategies. “I recently signed more than
$1 billion worth of bonds,” said Bentley, “and
I sure want to see the federal money I need
to pay them back.” Reiterating this point,
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Governor Pete Shumlin of Vermont said at
the same hearing: “The perception that states
can go it alone, particularly rural states, is not
accurate.”
When it comes to state and federal road
building and maintenance, as one state DOT
official told DigitalCT, “there are no federal
roads, just roads eligible for federal funding.”
The testimony of Wyoming DOT Director
John Cox, appearing on behalf of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) is perhaps the
most relevant, as Wyoming raised its state gas
tax by 10 cents/gallon in 2013, raising $70
billion in additional state transportation revenue. Cox quickly told the assembled House
members that the Wyoming would have to
raise its gas tax another 30 cents/gallon to
make up for lost revenue without a federal
partnership.
The Wyoming legislature’s action in raising the state gas tax might seem to prove that
more conservative elected officials will indeed
support investing in infrastructure. Further
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underscoring this trend is the research done
by Transportation for America that in 10 of
the states that voted in 2012 to increase transportation investment, 98 percent of the officials voting to support the increase won their
next primary election and 90 percent retained
their office in the full election. Clearly, this
data seems to disprove the theory that any
elected official voting to raise transportation
revenues — for example, raising the federal
gas (something that hasn’t been done at the
federal level since 1993) — will immediately
be voted out of office.
Wyoming raises another key issue for community and public transportation leaders,
officials and advocates. Of the $70 billion
windfall the state is receiving through raising the gas tax by 10 cents, none of it will go
to community and public transportation — it
is designed for highways, roads and bridges
alone. This is the infrastructure issue that we
have previously raised in the pages of this
magazine — community and public transportation must be considered key components in
local, state and federal infrastructure. Currently, more than half the nation’s states have
constitutions that bar the use of state gas tax
funding from anything other than highways,
roads and bridges.
Here’s a look at the states that raised transportation revenues since 2012, with details on
how each accomplished it and toward what
purpose.
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2012
Arkansas voters approved a 10-year halfcent statewide sales tax increase to pay for
$1.3 billion in general obligation bonding to
be used for the state highway network and for
local and rural road/bridge repair. There is no
benefit to the state’s transit network.
2013
The Maryland legislature approved a 3 percent sales tax at the gas pump and state gas
tax indexing to raise $4.4 billion for all forms
of transportation, including community and
public transportation. A year later, however,
Maryland voters elected a new governor who
seems intent on undermining some of what
passed in 2013.
Massachusetts legislators overrode the
Governor’s veto in passing a 3-cent/gallon
increase in the state gas tax, along with indexing that rate to inflation. The state’s public
transportation operators are eligible recipients
of these funds, though they are required to
raise local funding (fares).
Ohio passed a law to increase tolls to repay $1.5 billion in debt incurred by the Ohio
Turnpike Authority to finance a number of
road projects in the northern part of the state.
This funding has been designated for roads
only.
Legislators in Pennsylvania voted to eliminate the state’s per-gallon gas tax and replace
it with a larger pot of money funded through
a wholesale tax on gasoline. The new fund
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raises $476 million for the state’s community
and public transportation operators and $144
million for a multimodal transportation fund
at the local level.
Vermont raised $28 million annually by increasing the sales tax assessment on gasoline
by 2 percent and increasing the tax on diesel
fuel by three cents/gallon over two years.
Virginia raised $3.5 billion over five years
to be used multi-modally (includes transit). In
a complicated set of coordinated moves, the
state eliminated the per gallon gas tax while
adding a 3.5 percent wholesale tax on gas, a
6 percent wholesale tax on diesel, directing
sales tax revenues for transportation (with a
portion dedicated to transit), and imposing
mandatory sales, hotel and real estate transfer taxes in Northern Virginia and sales and
wholesale tax increases in Hampton Roads.
Wyoming: See above.
2014
Delaware elected officials raised the weekend toll by $1 on State Route 1, generating
$20 million to be used for state highways and
road maintenance.
Florida passed a wide-ranging package of
transportation revenue measures, including
leasing rights of way for cell phone towers
along state roads, advertisements on trails
and increasing the number of toll roads. The
revenues created by these actions are intended
for roads only.
Two separate transportation funding measures passed in New Hampshire — one that
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increases the state’s per gallon gas tax by 4
cents while the other extends fuel taxes to
alternatively fueled vehicles. These funds are
for roads, bridges and highways alone.
Rhode Island legislators approved revenues
from vehicle fees and rental car taxes be directed to the state highway maintenance fund;
raised the state’s per gallon gas tax by one
cent and called for a statewide referendum
(which subsequently passed) for $35 million
in bonds to fund multi-modal transit hubs.
2015
The Iowa legislature passed, and the governor signed, a 10-cent per gallon state gas tax
increase to raise $215 million for roads and
highways only.
Utah raised funding for surface transportation by increasing the tax on gasoline from
24.5 cents per gallon to a 12 percent assessed
rate beginning in January 2016. The passed
legislation also adds a floor on the gas tax
rate at 5 cents per gallon higher than current
rates and enables counties to raise a quarter
cent local sales tax to fund roads, transit and
other projects.
South Dakota raised the state per gallon
motor fuels taxes by 6 cents, raising an additional $40.5 million annually. The state also
raised by a single percent the vehicle sales tax
and increased vehicle registration and weight
fees. An as-of-yet undetermined amount of
these funds will be used for community and
public transportation.
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Coming Soon
A variety of state transportation revenueincreasing legislation and concepts are underway in the following states: California,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Washington and
West Virginia.
Make no mistake, states are seeking to raise
transportation revenues in the absence of federal investment. SAFETEA-LU ended in 2009,
and beginning with 2010 federal investment,
in the main, has been stagnant. Take inflation
into account and federal investment is actually decreasing, while capital and maintenance
needs of just the current inventory of highways, bridges and public transportation grows
seemingly daily. It cannot come as a surprise
that 36 states have either raised, or are actively engaged in increasing state transportation
funding.
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Transit Mergers

Spring 2015

By Rich Sampson
As a passenger gets settled onto their bus,
van or railcar to start their journey – whether
that’s to or from work, health care, community services or any number of crucial locations – their trip grows in complexity and
potentially inconvenience if they have to
transfer to a different system to reach their
final destination. There’s schedules to coordinate and fares to pay. Wouldn’t this all be
much simpler if a single agency oversaw the
entire operation, especially when connections
between networks are common and distances
aren’t vast?
These customer service challenges are only
the surface layer of a trend that’s becoming more prevalent in community and public
transportation in recent years: consolidations
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or mergers of systems to create more regionally-oriented operations, or contracted management services where a neighboring transit
provider is hired to provide local service. And
while these changes can yield a number of
positive outcomes for the communities they
serve – ranging from better service for riders to lower operating costs – there’s also the
risk of forfeiting a piece of a community’s
identity, with less familiarity of customers by
employees and lower responsiveness to specific needs.
Mergers and Consolidations: Why?
The fundamental issue involving transit
mergers and consolidations is one of inten-
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tion: is a potentially unified service being
proposed in order to offer more cohesive
service with improved options or merely a
shell game to slash jobs and reduce funding
commitments? That motivation – along with
the ability of the community and its leaders
to participate in the process – makes all the
difference.
Many factors – either on their own or in
tandem – can influence a region to consider
combining the assets and operations of two
or more adjoining transit systems to form a
single, consolidated network. Generally, these
elements fall into two basic categories: administration and service. Ideally, these factors
would tack in the same direction: providing
the greatest level of service in the most efficient manner possible. According to transit
professionals, state transit associations and
state departments of transportation, the root
cause of all these aspects can be gleaned from
the answer to a simple question: why does
this transit system exist?
Undeniably, most respondents to that question would note the importance of providing
essential mobility options in a given community or set of communities. Nonetheless, is a
given mobility provider the best or only way
to meet those needs?
Motivation: Achieving Operational
Efficiency
Too often amongst social programs of all
kinds, those who administer and operate those
programs are asked to do more with less. That
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was especially true a few years ago in the
wake of the economic downturn with governmental budgets at the state and local levels
in shambles. Faced with the prospect of lower
levels of investment for transit in 2010 and
2011, many state departments of transportation began to identify ways to ensure that the
greatest levels of transit service continued if
shortfalls materialized.
One measure that received consideration in
many states was whether individual transit
systems could be better coordinated or consolidated with nearby operations to reduce
administrative costs in areas such as regulatory compliance, procurement, finances and
other aspects of organization management.
State officials began reaching out to transit
managers to identify likely candidates for
merged systems and receive feedback on the
best way to support communities where consolidation was an option that would reduce
administrative costs. Fortunately, state budgets began to improve in 2011 and 2012 and
several state legislatures approved increased
transit investment while others restored lost
funding.
Although most states found their transit
budgets in more fortuitous circumstances,
some of the regions and communities identified as potential consolidation opportunities
when funds were threatened continued to
explore whether a unified network would realize improved fiscal efficiency. In the case of
Minnesota, a portion of rural transit funding
that grew by state legislative action in 2012
allowed the state’s Department of Transporta-
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tion (MnDOT) to offer incentives to regions
considering consolidating their systems.
Those resources included funds to support
communications and outreach campaigns,
marketing and branding efforts and capital
investment for non-vehicle purchases such as
computer hardware and software. Throughout the process, MnDOT officials stressed that
the objective of encouraging merged systems
was not to cut jobs but rather take advantage
of opportunities where a combined operation
would yield a stronger agency.
“We knew we couldn’t make this be something that was forced and also that it wouldn’t
be quick and easy,” says MnDOT’s Bev Herfindahl, who’s overseen the department’s campaign, dubbed Transit for Our Future. “If we
could have more robust administrative staff
focused on regulations, systems could be in
better positions to help meet needs.”
A similar process has been unfolding in
Pennsylvania, which has seen even more prescriptive action by its Department of Transportation (Penn DOT) to encourage consolidation, despite legislation in 2013 that delivered
an additional $476 million per year to community and public transportation providers.
Penn DOT has been transparent in its objectives in championing merged systems.
“Anything that creates change brings concern,” says PennDOT’s Deputy Secretary of
Multimodal Transportation Toby Fauver. “If
you can deliver the same service or better
while improving those services through consolidation and reduce costs at the same time,
that’s a good use of tax money.”
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Still, that process isn’t quite that simple
according to Leeann MacWilliams, Executive
Director of the Pennsylvania Public Transportation Association (PPTA), which represents
the state’s community and public transportation operators.
“Penn DOT has looked at this as a financial
necessity and has led a concerted effort to
push consolidation,” says MacWilliams, who
notes Penn DOT’s started with full-fledged
consolidation campaigns then scaled back to
less prescriptive ideas like block grants and
pilot projects. “Still, we have to make sure
that the resources are there to support these
consolidations. If state governments are going
to favor this approach, we’d like to see recriprocal support from those states.”
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Motivation: Improving Service for
Customers
A prime factor instigating consolidations or
cooperative agreements is the desire to make
the greatest use out of limited dollars. At the
same time, these efforts can also be driven by
an intent to expand service and/or improve
its reliability and performance, benefiting the
systems’ riders and their communities. Best
practices from peer communities and alternative models from innovative systems can lead
agencies to explore new ways of providing
service, potentially in collaboration or unification with neighboring operations.
When systems merge or coordinate on a
formal basis, customers often find easier
trips between jurisdictions with a single fare
process and well-timed connections between
routes. Sometimes, the result of a consolidation or collaboration is a reduction in redundant service, allowing resources to be devoted
instead to improved service area coverage,
expanded operating hours or increased frequency. Meanwhile, such operations also usually benefit from a single, cohesive brand and
identity, reducing confusion and improving
awareness of the array of options available in
their communities.
At MnDOT, officials noted that large, multicounty networks had existed for decades in
the state’s northern half while Minnesota’s
southern counties and cities tended to operate
stand-alone systems. Could models and examples from their in-state counterparts up north
allow providers in southern Minnesota to
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boost regional connectivity and improve local service levels? That’s one question among
many that MnDOT’s Transit for Our Future
initiative has tried to address.
“Could we help operators in smaller communities and rural areas provide more service
by pooling their resources?” asks MnDOT’s
Herfindahl. “That’s an outcome we’ve identified as possible through combinations of coordination, collaboration and consolidations,
where appropriate.”
In Pennsylvania, the process of considering
potential opportunities for consolidation has
been broadened from one solely focused on
best allocating limited resources to one that
also yields enhanced mobility options. PPTA’s
MacWilliams describes this transition as one
that is now “more organic and less formulaic”
as transit leaders and their boards take a more
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proactive role in investigating collaborative or
merged operations.
That’s true at the system level for an operation like rabbittransit, one of Pennsylvania’s
most active transportation providers in exploring and implementing collaborative and
consolidated operations. The agency provides
a range of options to more than 7,000 daily
riders in York, Adams and Northumberland
counties, with routes stretching as far as Gettysburg, Harrisburg and light rail stations in
suburban communities north of Baltimore.
Not that long ago, the system operated only
within York County and was concentrated
largely on its namesake city. However, following the untimely passing of the transit
director in neighboring Adams County –
which includes Gettsyburg – rabbittransit
first assumed the operations of that county’s
Freedom Transit, then ultimately merged to
form the York-Adams Transportation Authority in 2011. Later, it expanded its Shared Ride
demand-response program to Northumberland
County, avoiding duplication of service there.
(For more information on rabbittransit, see
this article from our 2011 DigitalCT edition, A
Day in the Life of Mobility – ed)
For Richard Farr, rabbittransit’s Executive
Director, the key element of transitioning
from a single-county provider to a regional
transit network was the uniqueness of the
situation and needs in each area.
“They all came to us with different flavors,” says Farr, noting the collaboration with
Adams County was first borne out of necessity, while the Northumberland Shared Ride
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program evolved out of a cooperative process
between York and Northumberland counties.
“We focused on aligning our skills with what
was needed to run these respective organizations and being responsive to each community’s needs.”

was to help them serve their communities.
They needed to be able to ask the questions
and spend the time to listen and explain,
rather than to force them to do something
they didn’t want.”
Beyond a state’s posture on the rationale
behind collaboration and consolidation, tools
Challenges and Strategies
and resources such as demonstration projects
and block grants can help systems advance
Whether the motivation behind combining
these kinds of arrangements on an exploratoor collaborating stems from a need to control ry basis, before determining whether a more
costs or improve service – or both – certain
formal and permanent structure is needed. The
trends and traits have emerged among those
PPTA’s MacWilliams believes that administraexamining and deploying blended networks,
tive funding directed towards planning and
as well as those organizations assisting them. engagement can help communities undertake
Even the mention of the word merger or
a more proactive and cogent process before
consolidation can send transit executives,
situations move from optional to necessary
staff and board members into a tizzy of rudue to political or bureaucratic pressure. Likemor and concern, especially when jobs are
wise, MnDOT’s Herfindahl points to a handful
at stake. MnDOT’s Herfindahl describes that
of regional routes in southern Minnesota that
many transit leaders “reacted like deer in the
are being operated collaboratively as a way
headlights” when the idea was first broached. to build momentum for a unified network in
The key for the agency was a process that did the future, as well as sharing functions such
not demand any particular outcome but was
as maintenance, compliance and procurement
guided by the best interests of the communias ways individual entities can work together
ties at hand. In particular, the Department’s
while maintaining their individual identities.
use of incentives to encourage collaboraCollectively, rabbittransit’s Farr, MnDOT’s
tion or consolidation – such as investment
Herfindahl and PPTA’s MacWilliams all point
in non-vehicle equipment, branding schemes
to the need for direct and ongoing engageand planning activities – rather than punitive ment with elected officials, community leadmeasures for not merging helped build trust
ers and customers, strong leadership on
among systems and local leaders that the state policies and procedures by transit executives
wasn’t out to eliminate their service.
and a spirit of proactivity as crucial traits in
“We knew we needed to have carrots to
navigating the range of possibilities in merged
make this work,” says Herfindahl. “We exor cooperative service.
plained that philosophy hadn’t changed – it
“People are like rubber bands: flexible to
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a point, but you cant stretch them too far
before they break, so they need a voice in the
process,” explains Farr. “You need to reach
out early and often, which makes it easier for
politicians to say yes when they feel they’ve
had a role in the process from the start.”
Making It Through
The type of people who devote their lives
to moving people – community and public transportation professionals across the
country – are used to navigating challenging situations. That’s just part of the daily
work of early morning pullouts, dispatching trips, keeping up with maintenance and
getting people where they need to go. The
skills and experiences that have made community and public transit the most reliable,
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responsive and efficient way to move people
are the same that will help mobility providers
successfully adapt to the opportunities and
challenges of consolidation and collaboration, according to those who’ve encountered it
most recently.
“These changes are never going to be quick,
fast or easy,” says MnDOT’s Herfindahl. “But
at least from our standpoint, we’re here to
listen and to help.”
From a transit manager’s perspective, Richard Farr stresses the bigger picture.
“Perception is everything, but the devil is
still in the details,” he says. “This isn’t easy,
but it’s not rocket science, either.”
To that end, a process that is one of dialogue and outcomes will be the one most
likely to produce a decision most in keeping
with the community’s needs and objectives,
says PPTA’s MacWilliams.
“The question that needs to be asked is,
‘what is the purpose of this system?’ At the
end of the day, what’s the reason to do this?
The answers to those questions will tell you
what to do next.”

CTAA and its subsidiary, the Community Development
Transportation Lending Services (CDTLS) recently unveiled
Night Train Finance, an all-encompassing finance product for
transportation and economic development lending designed to
ensure available capital at competitive interest rates. Night Train
Finance will offer organizations, communities and individuals
finance products that link together transportation, economic
development, jobs, environmental issues in innovative ways.
Look for additional information on Night Train Finance in CTAA’s
FastMail on the CTAA website in the first quarter of 2015, or
contact John Hoeveler at hoeveler@ctaa.org or 202.415.9682
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Making the Case for Membership

Spring 2015
By Scott Bogren

With the Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) offering its members
such a diverse and growing set of products and
services, it’s easy to overlook one that might
be just what you, your operation and/or your
community needs. We are constantly evolving,
updating and creating products and services
based both on feedback from our members and
our experienced staff’s insights on the community and public transportation field. It’s our
goal to not only respond to changes in the
industry, but to get ahead of them.
Here, we not only define the product or service, but provide context for its development
and contact information. Typically, each of
our members use these products and services
uniquely — because no two community and
public transportation operations are the same.
Similarly, we acknowledge that it’s likely that
no two members will combine the same set of
membership services in the same way. That’s
by-design. We value all of our CTAA members
and there is something here for everyone.
Membership (How to join)
Joining the Community Transportation
Association of America couldn’t be simpler.
Just click on the Join Today button at the
top of our homepage (ctaa.org) or call our
membership director Caryn Souza directly at
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202.294.6527. We’ll get you started with all the
benefits CTAA membership entails right away.

Training Products and Services
Over the year, CTAA has developed a highly
targeted set of professional development and
training that speak directly to the needs of the
community and public transportation industry. We offer many of these sessions directly,
through state transit association conferences
and at our annual Community Transportation
EXPO. Though our training is open to everyone, CTAA members receive special discounts
and other training benefits not available to the
general public.
For more information on any of the classes
listed below, please contact CTAA’s Training
Director Len Cahill at cahill@ctaa.org or at
202.415.9653.
Professional Development and Training
— CTAA’s commitment to such core values
as safety, security, passenger assistance and
overall industry professionalism can be best
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quantified by the more than 90,000 transportation managers, supervisors, bus operators,
maintenance technicians, dispatching staff and
designated transit security officers nationwide
who have benefited by participating in a CTAA
training course. Here’s a closer look at those
offerings:
• Certified Community Transportation Manager (CCTM)/Certified Transit Program Administrator (CTPA): CCTM/CTPA status marks the
greatest performance and highest efficiency in
the community transportation industry; it is
proof of the ability to manage a comprehensive and dynamic community transportation
system or program and is built around a rigorous professional exam, for which CTAA offers
a two-day study class. We currently have more
than 900 CCTM/CTPA certified professionals
around the nation.
• Vehicle Maintenance Management and
Inspection (VMMI): This popular workshop sets
the stage for a greater understanding of bus
maintenance activities for rural, specialized
and small-urban operators. The course was
designed specifically for managers and technicians who operate/maintain vans, cutaways
and buses under 30 ft. in length. We currently
have more than 1,200 VMMI certified maintenance and mechanic professionals.
• Certified Safety and Security Officer
(CSSO): This session offers a protocol for
on-site assessments by Certified Safety and
Security Officers (CSSO’s) of their respective
transit systems preparedness in the critical
components and core elements of the Federal
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Transit Administration’s Bus Safety and Security Program.
The mission of this Certified Safety and
Security Officer Program is to assist in improving the professional preparedness of public
and community transportation Officers, and to
maximize their ability to provide safe and secure transit service. Nearly 700 community and
public transportation professionals are certified
CSSOs.
• Certified Community Transit Supervisor
(CCTS): The front-line supervisor has a pivotal role in any transit organization and is
accountable for most of the day-to-day success of its operations. In their supervisory role,
these individuals must also understand the
overall activities and mission of the transit organization, and they must be able to convey its
practices, principles and priorities to the operating staff. We now have nearly 1,000 certified
community transit supervisors across the U.S.
• Professional Dispatching and Scheduling
(PDS): Effective dispatching can make or break
a community transportation organization. In
its mission to ensure the effectiveness and
viability of community transportation organizations, the Community Transportation Association provides a two-day training program
designed for demand response operations.
More than 1,300 dispatchers around the country have the PDS certification.
• Passenger Service and Safety (PASS): The
PASS Trainer and Driver Certification Program
ensures that community transportation drivers
have current expertise in passenger assistance
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techniques and sensitivity skills appropriate
for serving persons with disabilities. Our most
popular training component, PASS is offered
in a variety of fashions including PASS Basic (hand-on), PASS Train the Trainer, PASS
Basic On-Line and PASS Full Certification. All
together, more than 80,000 drivers and trainers around the country have a PASS training
certification.
• Community Transportation Safety and
Security Accreditation (CTSSA): This is a
program designed to promote the safety and
security of the customers of community and
public transportation systems and also to
promote the safety and security of the women
and men who deliver these services and provide mobility for the riding public every day.
CTAA is accomplishing this goal by working
with member agencies, our board of directors,
and experts in the field to determine standards
for safety and security and by developing a
program to assess an organization’s achievement in meeting those standards. We offer the
Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO)
and the Community Transportation Safety and
Security Accreditation (CTSSA) programs to
provide transit systems with the comprehensive set of tools necessary to meet this critical
safety, security, and emergency preparedness
responsibility and to recognize individual and
agency mission accomplishments.
Non-Emergency Medical Transportation –
The Competitive Edge: Community and public
transportation providers must become efficient,
safe, cost effective and accountable to maintain these important medical transportation
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services. In response to requests from members,
our Competitive Edge program gives community and public transit providers the tools,
resources and benefits they need to make them
central players in the ever-evolving new medical transportation environment.
Transportation Solutions Coordinator (TSC):
The Transportation Solutions Coordinator
course teaches current and future mobility
specialists, supervisory-level staff with human
service and workforce development agencies,
and coordinator-level volunteers within nonprofit community service organizations on
how to gather and provide valuable resources
and training to direct-service providers on the
available transportation options within their
home community.
Customize Your Own Training Program: We
are always looking to develop the skills-based
training our members need. Over the years,
we’ve developed numerous such sessions on
financial, operations, procurement, contracting, human resources and more. If you can tell
us what you need, we’ll deliver the session(s).
The Community Transportation EXPO — Every year, we make available our full catalog of
professional development, training and certification programs at the only national annual
gathering of community and public transportation professionals, leaders, officials and advocates. What’s more, we offer the ability for
CTAA members to set the training and professional development at their conference. CTAA
Associate Director Charlie Dickson leads our
EXPO team and can be reached at Dickson@
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ctaa.org or via phone at 202.247.8356. For
more on EXPO go to www.ctaa.org/EXPO

Communications Products and Services
CTAA offers members a three-level communications program. Level one is our magazines, which offer the least frequent but most
in-depth reporting and analysis. The second
level is our e-newsletters, which provide more
frequent and mid-range details. Finally, our
social media channels offer daily content with
plenty of links.
Publications: CTAA produces two full-fledged
magazines and a variety of a e-newsletters.
Community Transportation Magazine, our flagship publication, publishes six digital editions
annually which are sent to all members via
email link, and two printed — the Buyers Guide
and EXPO editions — which are mailed. RAIL
Magazine is published three-to-four times per
year and is only produced digitally. Our FastMail newsletter for members is published twice
monthly while we periodically produce and
disseminate newsletters on Training, Small-Urban Transit, Rideshare, Mobility Management
and more. From promising practices to system profiles to breaking legislative and policy
news, our publications cover the community
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and public transportation industry in full.
Please contact Communications Director Scott
Bogren at Bogren@ctaa.org or 202.247.1921 to
discuss the Association’s publications.

Our FedCentral webpage (located on the
CTAA homepage), is your one-stop source for
all information, news and analysis from the
Administration, the House and Senate and
more and is highly recommended as a regular
stop on-line.

Social Media: Association staff members
maintain a number of social media sites to
which we recommend all CTAA members follow, friend or subscribe.
• On twitter: @CTMag, @RailMag, @SeniorTransInfo, @CTAAExpo, @TransitPlanning, @
VolTransInfo, @NC4MM and @CTAA_Sun.
• On Facebook: Various individual staff and
the CTAAExpo event.
• On LinkedIn: Various individual staff members and the popular Partnership for Mobility
Management group.
Communications Corps Consulting: Communication is the single greatest predictor for
successful systems: those that communicate
effectively are successful; those that aren’t
are stumbling - often badly. The systems that
are succeeding - as measured by investment,
support, market growth, and image - are those
that have well conceived and developed communications plans and efforts in place. These
agencies and their leaders know how to talk
about their operations, their benefits, their
value and their future. CTAA’s experienced
community and public transportation communications team stands ready to assist your
agency/operation with state-of-the-art communications training and consulting. For more
information contact Scott Bogren at Bogren@
ctaa.org, 202.247.1921.
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Strategic Planning and Design-Thinking
Consulting Services
Policy & Regulation Products and Services
CTAA works with key legislators, committees and policy-makers in Washington, D.C.,
to both communicate and educate decisionmakers about the value of community and
public transportation. We follow all legislation
relevant to the field, and work directly with
members of Congress and their staff as well as
relevant federal agencies. We assist with the
development of transportation policy. CTAA
staff often meets with members here in Washington pursuing Congressional visits, assisting
with the development of talking points and
schedules. CTAA staff fully analyze a variety
of bills and laws pertaining to the transit field.
As the Federal Transit Administration and
other relevant agencies (Health and Human
Services, Medicaid, Medicare, etc.) develop
policies and regulations, CTAA provides comments and analysis and advises members to do
the same.
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Funding constraints, evolving rider needs,
the changing shape of communities, new travel
patterns — all these add challenges to the way
you deliver your services.
How do you untangle such complexities and
deliver innovative and responsive services in
ways that harness new opportunities?
Our team at CTAA will help you identify new
ways to meet community needs amid these
complex issues using the human-centered
design approach, called design thinking. Our
knowledge and experience with the design
thinking process will enable you to create
solutions that respond to customer need, harness your operational strengths, and build
the financial capacity to sustain your service
beyond the pilot phase. Using the design thinking approach, CTAA will help your community
re-evaluate its transportation priorities and
strategies. For more information on Strategic
Planning and Design Thinking contact Carolyn
Jeskey at jeskey@ctaa.org or 202.415.9659.
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Financial Products and Services
To assist members with the purchase of all
types of community and public transportation
equipment, local share, building facilities and/
or other financial needs, CTAA offers its members access to a variety of financial services
and products.
NTX Finance: NTX Finance is a CDFI lending
institution that provides
community development
financing with an emphasis on creating jobs and
economic growth in underserved markets. We are a SBA Community
Advantage lender that works with small businesses who are looking to expand, hire new
employees, and enter other U.S. markets. NTX
works with the SBA and USDA in order to keep
rates and fees low for borrowers. We understand you may not have sufficient collateral
to work with a bank. If that’s the case, it’s a
good idea to work with us. A company’s ability
to generate profit and be sustainable is more
important to us. Contact John Hoeveler at hoeveler@ctaa.org or 202.299.6596.
CTAA’s Insurance Marketplace: This newly
updated service can help provide, through
our partners at Newtek, insurance products
for both our members and their families. Our
partners can write any kind of insurance
coverage for any need, with right-sized solutions that even include health care coverage.
Designed to work within existing local broker
arrangements, CTAA’s Insurance Marketplace
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will soon have a redeveloped web presence on
the CTAA homepage. For more information
contact Dale J. Marsico at marsico@ctaa.org or
202.247.1922.

well as established services. It’s a responsive
product designed specifically to meet your
needs. For more information contact Caryn
Souza at souza@ctaa.org or 202.294.6527.

The community and public transportation
industry is in a period of change — change that
demands new methodologies, services, modes
and technologies on the part of CTAA members. To help you respond to this new environment, your Association has developed a number of service development products for CTAA
members.

Americans with Disability Act (ADA) Technical Assistance: CTAA offers its members direct
technical assistance on meeting not only with
the letter of the ADA, but also the spirit of
this important civil rights law. From properly
interpreting changes like the recently released
Reasonable Accommodations ADA rule from
FTA to simply checking on your operation’s
full commitment to accessibility, our ADA
expert can ensure your entire operation meets
the ADA and best serves your community and
passengers. Contact CTAA’s Bob Carlson at
Carlson@ctaa.org or 202.415.9661.

Vanpool Works: Today, community and public transportation is challenged by two kinds of
demand. The first is created by those seeking
not just more service, but more flexible and
rider-centered services. The second demand
pushes us to deliver trips at ever lowering
costs. Vanpools are a great response to both of
these demands. In some ways, it’s a familiar
economic model. Americans have come to expect greater demand at lower prices. Offering a
customizable menu of technical assistance, financing, equipment purchasing, insurance and
training, Vanpool Works is designed for smaller vanpool operations, first-time initiatives as

RIMMS: Non-emergency medical transportation has become — and will continue to be —
an integral part of people being able to access
doctors and medical treatment in this country.
RIMMS is a system and a service provided
by CTAA to assist non-emergency medical
transportation providers to deliver the best
transportation possible. It provides business
planning, technical assistance, financing, and
other services and is designed to assist organizations with the resources, information, products, services and skills necessary to efficiently
start-up or expand a NEMT program of any
size. For more information on RIMMS, contact

Service Development Products and
Services
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Making the Case for Membership
CTAA’s Bob Carlson at Carlson@ctaa.org or
202.415.9661.
Volunteers: Wondering how your
operation could use
volunteers to extend your service
in highly efficient a
cost effective ways?
CTAA operates the
National Volunteer
Transportation Center, which was created in
2014 response to the outpouring of interest in
volunteerism related to the delivery of transportation services to many population groups
including children, work force participants and
older adults. The founders of this initiative are:
CTAA.; the Beverly Foundation of Albuquerque, N.M.; Ride Connection of Portland, Ore.;
CIMA Volunteers Insurance of Woodbridge,
Va.; and AlterNetWays of San Francisco, Calif.
Contact Charlie Dickson at Dickson@ctaa.org
or 202.247.8356.
Inclusive, Coordinated Transportation Planning: CTAA, in partnership with Easter Seals,
National Association of Area Agencies on
Aging, and Westat, is developing, testing
and demonstrating ways to empower people
with disabilities and older adults to be actively involved in designing and implementing coordinated transportation systems. Our
goal is to support communities nationwide in
adopting sustainable, scalable, and replicable
models that include participation of people
with disabilities and older adults in the design
and implementation of responsive, coordinated
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transportation systems. Contact Charlie Dickson at Dickson@ctaa.org or 202.247.8356.
The Small Urban Network (SUN): America’s
small cities — and the transportation providers
that serve them — have always been a unique
and dynamic part our nation’s public transportation network. CTAA’s Small Urban Network
(SUN) is designed to specifically serve this
growing cadre of transit professionals and
operations. The SUN is a group of CTAA members operating community and public transportation agencies in small urban areas - those
with populations between 50,000 and 200,000.
Our charge is to review the impacts of federal
legislation on small-urban transit systems,
develop a legislative agenda and advocate for
appropriations, policies and regulations that
help small-urban transit systems thrive. For
more information contact Rich Sampson at
Sampson@ctaa.org or 202.415.9666.
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Passenger Service and Safety (PASS)
The PASS program has become the industry standard in ensuring community transit drivers have
current expertise in passenger assistance techniques, sensitivity skills, and emergency preparedness. This program trains and certifies both drivers and their trainers. Drivers can now receive PASS
certification in a new two-part process consisting of both online and hands-on training – visit:
training.ctaa.org
Certified Community Transportation Supervisor (CCTS)
CCTS is a training and certification program for front-line transit supervisors. It addresses core
supervisory skills in human resource management, operations and safety management, and
performance monitoring.

The Center was created in 2014 in response to the
outpouring of interest in volunteerism related to the
delivery of transportation services to many population
groups including children, work force participants and
older adults. Each of the founders have extensive experience in studying, supporting, and delivering volunteer
transportation and are aware of the positive experience
of those who volunteer to provide services as well as
the many benefits accorded to those who receive the
services. The founders are: Community Transportation
Association of Washington, D.C.; the Beverly Foundation
of Albuquerque, N.M.; Ride Connection of Portland, Ore.;
CIMA Volunteers Insurance of Woodbridge, Va.; and
AlterNetWays of San Francisco, Calif.
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Professional Dispatching and Scheduling (PDS)
This course is relevant for any demand-responsive environment, whether urban or rural, general
public, paratransit or human services transportation. It expands proficiency in maximizing the
efficient delivery of demand-responsive transportation, conveying riders’ requests into affordable
and appropriate trips, and in making effective use of the system’s transportation resources.
Vehicle Maintenance Management and Inspection (VMMI)
The Vehicle Maintenance Management and Inspection training program promotes the community transportation industry’s commitment to safe, reliable transportation through building up
the professional skills of maintenance personnel and managers.
Certified Community Transit Manager (CCTM)
CCTM status marks the greatest performance and highest efficiency in the community transportation industry. It is proof of the ability to manage a comprehensive and dynamic community
transportation system. The program is built around a rigorous professional exam, for which we
offer a two-day study class.
Certified Transit Programs Administrator (CTPA)
Developed in partnership with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), this professional certification program is designed exclusively for the state
agency personnel who work in our industry. Through a rigorous testing and evaluation process,
this certification affords states’ highest-caliber public servants with recognition for their knowledge and accomplishment In working with public and community transportation grant programs.

We can be your partner in developing customized training courses in any
area of critical need. We will help to meet
your customized training needs with our
own staff and resources, or will help you
identify and obtain the particular training
assistance you need for any conceivable
situation.
Program topics can be selected from the
existing courses or can be custom designed
based on the interests and needs of the
group. Several organizations with the same
needs may collaborate to reduce costs. All
courses are coordinated by our Training
Coordinator, who will also assist in identifying potential partnerships and collaborations.
Many of our courses are offered on-site at
different organizations, tailored to meet
specific needs. This on-site training is
convenient, cost effective and allows you
to assist in the design and delivery of the
program.
Join the organization that’s working for you
as it represents its members before Congress, working closely with Federal agencies advocating for equitable funding and
reasonable transportation policies. Join
now and save on training and certification
programs. Call Caryn Souza, Membership Director at 202.294.6527 or e-mail
souza@ctaa.org today!

Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO)
CTAA has developed the CSSO program as the first step in a two part process to provide accreditation to transit organizations in the critical areas of safety and security. In its essence, this
protocol allows for assessments by Certified Safety and Security Officers (CSSO) of their respective
transit systems prior to an on-site review by the CTAA accreditation panel. Following the review
and assuming the transit organization meets all eight areas of the program’s benchmarks, CTAA
For information on course offerings,
will then issue the organization a Community Transportation Safety and Security Certificate of
scheduling a session directly or developing
Accreditation, valid for three years. An excellent way to comply with the elements of FTA’s Transit customized training, email training@ctaa.org or
Bus Safety Program!
visit www.ctaa.org/training
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Where’s Transit Notes?
Many long-time readers of Community Transportation Magazine — in both its print and digital formats — might recognize that this is
the first edition of the publication in more than a decade to not include a Transit Notes section. This is no oversight. CTAA now provides both daily and bi-monthly collections of national transit news and notes in its twitter feed and FastMail e-newsletter, respectively. In other words, you don’t have to wait for the next edition of DigitalCT to get the community and public transportation news coverage you’ve come
to expect from us. Just follow @CTMag1 on twitter or subcribe for free to FastMail right on the CTAA website homepage at www.ctaa.org.
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